
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Invisible Architect: 

How To Design Your Perfect Life From Within 
By John Novello 

Amazon Bestseller! 
 

Billboard-Topping Smooth Jazz Keyboard Virtuoso Traces the Unseen Design of the 
 Invisible Architect in His Life and Yours!   

 
A clarion call to lean into its wisdom and get schooled in “spiritual mechanics” to go beyond a one-note life!  

 
 
Watching the musicians on The Lawrence Welk Show at three years old, John Novello clearly heard a voice that told him to 
point to the keyboard on an accordion, saying, “That’s It! Point to It Now!”  That was John’s first acquaintance with The 
Invisible Architect that began guiding and orchestrating his life. 
 
Following the directives provided by his Invisible Architect, John created a 
life as a touring and studio professional musician that led him ultimately to 
become a Billboard Magazine top smooth jazz keyboard artist with his 
worldwide hit “Good to Go.” And to write the seminal manual, The 
Contemporary Keyboardist, that today is used everywhere for music 
instruction. John has played with or worked with Taste of Honey, 
Manhattan Transfer, Ramsey Lewis, Edgar Winter, Ritchie Cole, Chick 
Corea, Gerald Albright, Eric Marienthal, Tom Scott and more. And he is a 
founding member of fusion trio Niacin, along with legendary bassist Billy 
Sheehan and drummer extraordinaire Dennis Chambers, a group that 
has remained a defining leader in progressive jazz rock. 
 
But there was a great deal of imparted infallible wisdom from the Invisible 
Architect that helped him achieve all of this! And today, he is committed 
to getting everyone acquainted with and listening to the Invisible Architect 
so they can streamline their path to success—in any aspect of their lives!  
His new book, The Invisible Architect: How to Design Your Perfect 
Life From Within is both a testimonial to the value of following that 
guidance and a treatise on how to make the magic of that infinite power 
work for you! 
 
In one fascinating chapter, John recounts 19 stunning cases where the 
Invisible Architect provided clear direction on career, financial matters, 
medical choices, life and death warnings, vital connections with 
influencers including jazz superstars, moving cross country without 
resources, and following his dreams, (not to mention where to get a lift 
from disco diva Donna Summer!)… It further guided him to understand the nature of reality, and how we never really die. 
 
While John had long become accustomed to listening to the Invisible Architect to guide his career movements without 
questioning, it wasn’t until his wife died after a tragic bout with cancer that John dived fully into the mysteries of the Universe, 
seeking to maintain a connection with her after death. That successful quest, recounted in his first book, The Song That 
Never Ended, led to a deep dive into the science of metaphysics and the practice, including instigating several out-of-body 
experiences. He takes you along on his “Cognitions”—new understandings and deep ponderings learned along his quest—
with questions at the end of each chapter allowing you to explore and apply them to your own life.    

 

 



 
But being the technician that he is, John sought to know how to make some of his seeming 
serendipitous momentum-creating experiences occur more often—and at will. And that’s the 
core of The Invisible Architect. It is a detailed, step-by-step manual of mastery on 
manifestation on-demand. And it’s done with the precision, pulsation and lyricism of a world 
class musician. 
 
The Invisible Architect provides detailed insight on “spiritual mechanics,” what must transpire 
on both a personal and planetary level for intended perception to imprint a new reality. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In The Invisible Architect, John further illuminates: 
 

• How to invite & connect to the Invisible Architect   

• The fundamentals of designing your perfect life from within 

• What does it mean to have a Success Mindset? 

• The secret to Be-Do-Have manifestation! 

• The Law of Cause & Effect 

• Guarding against the “Desire Thieves?” 

• What are “Money Antibiotics"! 

• Mental Reboot Exercises 

• What is Spiritual Marksmanship? 

• How to use the Law of Thought Substitution   

 
The last chapters of The Invisible Architect are filled with specific scenarios that may seem very familiar to the reader and 
how these can be transformed into gateways to specific desires, along with exercises that will strength your “spiritual 
mechanics,” so you can design your perfect life! 
 
John Novello is bringing the passion he has for music to transforming the lives of individuals who are stuck in a one-note life. 
There is a symphony of glorious experience waiting for those who are open to his message and his book.  
 
The Invisible Architect: How to Design Your Perfect Life from Within is available in Paperback, Hardcopy and eBook at:  
 

• https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09476Q7TW 

• https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-invisible-architect-john-novello/1139343481?ean=2940162311829 

• https://books.apple.com/us/book/the-invisible-architect/id1565974420 

• https://www.kobo.com/us/en/ebook/the-invisible-architect 
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To hear John’s smooth jazz #1 hit “Good to Go”, visit:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fw2GEV-NIuA 
 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09476Q7TW
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-invisible-architect-john-novello/1139343481?ean=2940162311829
https://books.apple.com/us/book/the-invisible-architect/id1565974420
https://www.kobo.com/us/en/ebook/the-invisible-architect
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fw2GEV-NIuA


 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
John Novello 

Biography 
 

Sometimes you meet an artist that defies logic and reasoning. 
Their music takes you to another place and you’re forced to 
reconcile the very existence of everything you know. Such is the 
story of keyboardist extraordinaire John Novello. So while it's 
almost an injustice to compress his biography into just one page, 
here goes: 
 
After moving to Los Angeles, John quickly wound up playing with A 
Taste of Honey which then had a #1 song, "Boogie Oogie, Oogie"! 
That led to many other gigs playing with esteemed soul, pop, and 
jazz artists like Donna Summer, Manhattan Transfer, Ramsey 
Lewis, Edgar Winter, Ritchie Cole, to name but a few. Soon after 
developing a following of his own, Novello gave fusion fans a huge 
body of work with his group Niacin, a trio consisting of legendary 
bassist Billy Sheehan and drummer extraordinaire Dennis 
Chambers that has remained a defining figure in progressive jazz 
rock. Originally on Chick Corea’s Stretch label, Niacin’s 
experiential influence on modern musicianship can be compared to 
the shock wave created by Herbie Hancock with sonic surrealism. 
Then a few years ago in a show of remarkable diversity, Novello 
decided to go back to his roots and released his 
critically acclaimed “B3 Soul” CD and the eponymous single 
featuring John's soulfully smooth and funky B3 organ style that 
demonstrates his devotion to the art of the groove combined with 
the pre-eminence of unforgettable melody.  

 
After leaving his keyboard B3 organ signature imprint on numerous transcendent recordings and shows, the story of the man, 
the music and the groove then came full circle this time on acoustic piano! In a span of just a few years, Novello released 
three CDs on the 529 Music Label – “Ivory Soul”, “Crush” and “Good To Go” producing four top ten hits – “Crush”, “Shuffle 
The Deck”, “Skin In the Game” and “Good To Go” which reached #1 on multiple charts including the prestigious Billboard 
Smooth Jazz Chart!  Novello’s music infuses old-school jazz and a soulful funky R&B mix. Fans will hear that his new vibe is 
indeed a "return home" and yet a leap forward for this musician that was nursed on blues and soul jazz. Explains Novello, 
"I’ve played lots of music and what is important to me is my roots. This project is me coming back to those roots. Besides, I 
love playing ‘feel good’ music which touches the listener's soul." 
 
In addition to John’s musical accomplishments, John is an author & music educator, having written the best-seller industry 
keyboard method The Contemporary Keyboardist, published by Hal Leonard which includes three instructional manuals and 
three DVDs. 
 
But now showing even more diversity, Novello has decided to enter the personal and spiritual development world with a self-
help blend memoir book entitled, The Invisible Architect: How to Design Your Perfect Life from Within. The Invisible Architect 
is rare look into the inner world of acclaimed musician John Novello by the author himself and based on his discovery of an 
inner power we all possess but rarely knowingly use! 
 
“There is a designer, a dream weaver, within each of us, awaiting our recognition,” he says. “Once recognized, it takes our 
wishes, desires, dreams, thoughts, and beliefs, no matter how small or big, good or bad, and manifests them in the “garden 
of reality” proportionate to our focus, expectations, and faith.” 
 
 

 

 



   
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

On-Air Introduction 
 

Watching the musicians on The Lawrence Welk Show at three years old, John Novello clearly heard a voice that told him to 
point to the keyboard on an accordion, saying, “That’s It! Point to It Now!”  That was John’s first acquaintance with The 
Invisible Architect that began guiding and orchestrating his life. 
 
Following the directives provided by his Invisible Architect, John created a life as a touring and studio professional musician 
that led him ultimately to become a Billboard Magazine top smooth jazz keyboard artist with his worldwide hit “Good to Go.” 
And to write the seminal manual, The Contemporary Keyboardist, that today is used everywhere for music instruction. John 
has played with or worked with Taste of Honey, Manhattan Transfer, Donna Summer, Ramsey Lewis, Edgar Winter, Ritchie 
Cole, Chick Corea, Gerald Albright, Eric Marienthal, Tom Scott and more. And he is a founding member of fusion trio Niacin, 
along with legendary bassist Billy Sheehan and drummer extraordinaire Dennis Chambers, a group that has remained a 
defining leader in progressive jazz rock. 
 
But there was a great deal of imparted infallible wisdom from the Invisible Architect that helped him achieve all of this. And 
today, he is committed to getting everyone acquainted with and listening to the Invisible Architect so they can streamline their 
path to success—in any aspect of their lives!  His new book, The Invisible Architect: How to Design Your Perfect Life 
from Within is both a testimonial to the value of following that guidance and a treatise on how to make the magic of that 
infinite power work for you! 
 
The Invisible Architect provides detailed insight on “spiritual mechanics,” what must transpire on both a personal and 
planetary level for intended perception to imprint a new reality. John Novello is bringing the passion he has for music to 
transforming the lives of individuals who are stuck in a one-note life. There is a symphony of glorious experience waiting for 
those who are open to his message and his book.  

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Questions for John Novello 

 
1. How did you get started as a musician? 
 
2. Considering your background and success as a jazz musician, what made you decide then to write a personal 

growth spiritual development book? 
 

3. Please tell us your biggest let down in your music career but how that let down led to your eventual success in terms 
of your new book The Invisible Architect? 

 
4. What qualifies you to write this book – The Invisible Architect? 

 
5. When did you become aware of your inner voice - the Invisible Architect? 

 
6. Why did you name it The Invisible Architect?    

 
7. Explain who or what is The Invisible Architect? 

 
8. Do we all have our own Invisible Architect? 

 
9. How do we become more aware of this inner voice, this invisible architect, so we can use it to design a better life? 

 
10. What do you exactly mean when you say in your book’s subtitle “How to Design Your Perfect Life from Within?” 

 
11. You talk extensively in your book about the BE + DO = Have Sequence. Can you explain that in a few sentences? 

 
12. Is this just another law of attraction positive thinking book? 

 
13. What do you mean by “money antibiotics”? 

 
14. Can anybody apply the principles in this book? 

 
15. Can you elaborate on your reunion with your childhood sweetheart and why it was a miracle? 

 
16. I see you have played and worked with many famous artists in your music career, one in Chick Corea who 

unfortunately passed away recently. How did that relationship come about? 
 

17. Tell us the story of your number 1 Billboard Smooth Jazz hit record “Good To Go” and how you used the principles in 
your book to manifest this? 

 
18. There’s another phenomenal story in your book on how you were in Japan and meet Donna Summer and eventually 

joined her band - how did that manifest? 
 

19. Can you explain what you mean by “spiritual mechanics” and why it is important to not only understand these 
mechanics but apply them consistently to design a better life? 

 
20. You talked about an extremely useful exercise in your book called “thought substitution.” What is thought substitution 

and how does it work?  
 

21. What are desire thieves?  
 

22. Why do many of us fail to create the lifestyles we desire? 
 

 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  Learn More 
 

Book: 
 

• The Invisible Architect: How to Design Your Perfect Life From Within by John Novello 

• Available at 
o https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09476Q7TW 
o https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-invisible-architect-john-novello/1139343481?ean=2940162311829 
o https://books.apple.com/us/book/the-invisible-architect/id1565974420 
o https://www.kobo.com/us/en/ebook/the-invisible-architect 

 

Websites: 
      

• Book:  www.johnnovelloauthor.com  

• Music: www.keysnovello.com 
 
 

Elite “Success Mindset” mentoring (in person or virtual): 
 

• One on One 

• Group 
 
 

John’s Billboard Topping Music Videos: 
 

• "Good To Go"  Billboard #1 

• "Crush"  Billboard #5 

• "Can't Stop My Heart"   Billboard #7 
 

Social Media/Follow John At: 
 

• LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/john-novello-421231/ 

• Instagram: Instagram.com/keysnovello 

• Facebook: facebook.com/john.novello.3 

• Facebook: facebook.com/theinvisiblearchitect 

• Twitter: Twitter.com/keysnovello 

• YouTube: www.youtube.com/channel/UCZXS0TCtt9VuyH-1aMbF1gw  
 

Speaking:  
 

• Available for speaking engagements 
 

Email: 
 

• john@johnnovelloauthor.com  
 

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09476Q7TW
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-invisible-architect-john-novello/1139343481?ean=2940162311829
https://books.apple.com/us/book/the-invisible-architect/id1565974420
https://www.kobo.com/us/en/ebook/the-invisible-architect
http://www.johnnovelloauthor.com/
http://www.keysnovello.com/
https://geotrack.email/ext/l?idx=uzI5as5sy2Ihuu3cUx9N&ret=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DFw2GEV-NIuA
https://geotrack.email/ext/l?idx=uzI5as5sy2Ihuu3cUx9N&ret=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DVX8fXsMbKYk
https://geotrack.email/ext/l?idx=uzI5as5sy2Ihuu3cUx9N&ret=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DKwRaWE4ifMU
https://geotrack.email/ext/l?idx=sst3DUL8t7OzloGb1V7c&ret=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fin%2Fjohn-novello-421231%2F
https://geotrack.email/ext/l?idx=sst3DUL8t7OzloGb1V7c&ret=http%3A%2F%2Finstagram.com%2Fkeysnovello
https://geotrack.email/ext/l?idx=sst3DUL8t7OzloGb1V7c&ret=http%3A%2F%2Ffacebook.com%2Fjohn.novello.3
https://www.facebook.com/search/top?q=theinvisiblearchitect
https://geotrack.email/ext/l?idx=sst3DUL8t7OzloGb1V7c&ret=http%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2Fkeysnovello
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZXS0TCtt9VuyH-1aMbF1gw

